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ABSTRACT 
Enhancement in the banking region very huge customers are 
applying for different types of loans which is available in the 
all bank. But the bank has its own boundary assets which 
grant the permission for limited people. Loan approval is a 
very long and important step in bank organization. Banking 
sector need more precise predicting model for better accuracy. 
Predicting the credit customer is the very difficult task in bank 
sector. The predicting system should approve and rejects the 
loan application system. Loans are the core business for 
banks. Customer dataset is taken for identifying the key 
customer. The data mining technique are used for predicting 
the loans which containing high dimensional data. It contains 
some redundant and inappropriate attributes in the dataset. 
Machine learning techniques helps to predicting outcomes 
from huge amount of data. In this methodology it helps to 
focus on attributes and feature selection for identifying loans 
approval customer. In this proposed work two machine 
learning algorithms, Random Forest (RF) and Boruta 
Algorthim are applied to predict the key customer of the loan 
approval. This experimental result concludes that accuracy of 
Boruta Algorthim is better as compared to Random Forest 
algorithm. The social network analysis technique is also used 
to predict and to identify the key customer for further loan 
analysis. 
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Loan Prediction, Machine Leaming 

Keywords 
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1. IN TRODUCTION  
Loan Prediction is extremely useful for representative of 
banks just as for the customer moreover. The point of this 
proposed work is to give speedy, quick and simple approach 
to pick the key customer. It can give unique focal points to the 
bank. The Loan Prediction system can consequently compute 
the heaviness of each underline participating in advance 
preparing and on new test information same highlights are 
handled as for their related weight(!]. A period breaking point 
can be set for the customer to check whether his/her credit can 
be endorsed or not. Loan Prediction System permits leaping to 
explicit application with the goal that it very well may be 
make sure on need premise. This proposed work is only for 
the overseeing authority of Bank/account organization, whole 
cycle of forecast is done secretly no banker would have the 
option to modify the pre-processing. Resulting against the 
specific loan id can be ship to different branch of their banks 
with the aim of a proper move on a application. There are 
many loans available In a bank[ I). Figure I shows the process 
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of a loan approval. 

Secured Loans 
Unsecured Loans 
HomeLoans 
Property Loans 
Non confirming Loans 

Bank credit risk evaluation is generally utilized at banks the 
world over. As credit hazard assessment is exceptionally vital, 
an assortment of procedures are utilized for hazard level 
figuring. Also, credit risk is one of the fundamental elements 
of the banking network (2). 

Dispersion of a loans is the center business part of pretty 
much each banks. The guideline segment the bank's asset is 
clearly came from the advantage secured from the credits 
scattered by the banks. The prime target in financial climate is 
to contribute their resources in safe hands where it is. Today 
numerous banks/monetary organization special treatment 
credit after a relapse cycle of check and approval yet at the 
same time there is no guarantee whether the picked customer 
is the meriting right customer out cif all customer[2) . Through 
this proposed work we can foresee whether that specific 
customer is protected and the entire cycle of approval of 
highlights is robotized. 

Data mining is an exceptionally energetic and important zone 
of research with the main aim of acquiring a lot and set of 
information gathered (3). In the curre\lt time data mining is 
main stream in a banking area in light of the fact that there are 
proficient investigation techniques for _distinguishing obscure 
and helpful data in banking information. Due to enormous 
information accessible the principle center is around 
information base positioning and assurance to settle on key 
choices. 

Social network investigation oversees grouping of enormous 
proportion of clients they are related by a lot of specific 
associations: Social network attributes have its multi-social 
and over and over change organizations. Normally, social 
community is altered when congregation of people get 
together and structure some sort of new connection between 
one another through social associations[4]. Since bundle of 
the investigation techniques notable in the field of data mining 
are static in nature with that the data about the hour of 
collaborations happen isn't thought of. During the 
arrangement of such network, issues can happens for example 
essentials that concentrate numerous connections extremely 
confined people or optional customers from the organization 
customers are the main connection between two unique 
gatherings, range of customers in separated focuses. This can 
mess interchanges up which thus will make casualties the 
main component that moves through social network 
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Abstract: The CT scan is the best tool for diagnosing and finding injuries in the kidney. It can provide precise information about the location and 
size of lesions in many medical applications. Manual and traditional medical tests work and time-consuming. The automatic detection of injuries 
in CT is now an integral task for clinical diagnosis. To develop and improve the efficiency of medical testing computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) is 
needed. However, the existing low accuracy and incomplete detection algorithm remain a tremendous challenge. The proposed lesion sensor is 
based on morphological cascaded convolutional neural networks using a multi-intersection threshold (IOU) (CNNs). To increase network 
stability and morphology co-detection layers and amended pyramid networks in the faster RCNN and combine four IOU threshing thresholds 
with cascade RCNNs and for better detection of small lesions (1-5 mm). In addition, the experiments have been conducted on CT deep-lesion 
kidney pictures published by photos and communication systems of hospitals (P ACSs 

Keywords:Kidney Lesion, Convolution Neural Network, Morphological Operations, CT Images. 

I. INTRODUCTION The tumors of the kidneys may be categorized into two 
different classes into benign and malignant tumors. Although 
benign tumors do not normally have pain, some symptoms, like 
muscle and hematuria, can be caused. Malignant tumors are 
both toxic and dangerous. Deep education approaches in the 
medical sector with ever more frequent medical segmentation 
have become more effective in recent years. However, when 
segmentation is involved with kidney and kidney tumors, there 
are few algorithms in the literature. Further research on the 
application of deep learning processes in kidney tumors is 
therefore necessary. The efficiency of CNN has been 
highlighted in the recent computation. 

The main objective of this paper is to create an automated 
computer-assisted stone sensor for kidneys. The kidney stones 
are mineral and salt deposits within your kidneys ( also known 
as renal calculi, nephrolithiasis, or urolithiasis). They could 
hinder the ureter when kidney stones get big enough. Genetics, 
excess weight, food and medication consumption, and the 
absence of sufficient water are all risk factors for kidney stones. 
The most diverse forms of cancer that can be explained by 
economic and social factors can be found in developing 
countries. The structure and position of kidney stones are 
determined by using minerals. The diagnosis is symptomatic, 
urinary, blood test. The tailing of urethral stones is dependent The only data used for this analysis were CTscans 
on their size, composition, and position. With no care except (computer tomography) for the patient to find out whether a 
for pain relief and plenty of water, small stones are expelled. patient has a stone or not. Computer tomography incorporates 
Shock-wave lithotripsy (which breaks into pieces) ureteroscopy multiple x-ray pictures from different angles to produce cross-
and percutaneous nephrolithotomy are used for the treatment of sectional images of the patient (slices). A 3D image of a given 
larger pillars (removing the stone by using a small surgery). area is then generated. There are various components in a 
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Abstract-Nowadays, Deep learning (DL) is the growing trend tou--ards cre-
ating visual representations of hwnan body organs for clinical analysis, medical 
interventions as well as to diagnose and treat diseases. This paper propose a 
method for neonatal and pediatric brain tumors image analysis and prerequisites 
a T2- weighted MR images only. The pipeline stages of the proposed work as 
follows: In the first stage, designed a set of specific feature vectors description 
for high-level classification task using Conventional and deep learning (DL) Fea-
ture Extraction methods. The second stage, select a deep features based on pro-
posed convolutional neural network ( CNN) method and conventional subset fea-
tures are from Genetic Algorithm (GA). The third stage, merge the selected fea-
tures by adapting fusion technique. Finally, predict the brain image is either nor-
mal or abnormal. The results demonstrated that the proposed method obtained 
accurate classification and revealed its robustness to difference in ages and ac-
quisition protocols. The obtained results shows that based on combined deep 
learning features (DLF) and conventional features have been significantly im-
proves the classification accuracy of the support vector machines (SVM) classi-
fierup to 97.00%. 

Keywords-<:onventional features, deep learning features, genetic algorithm, 
feature fusion, classification 

1 Introduction 

Medical imaging is the process of creating visual representations of the body. The 
human brain is one of the unique and largest complex organs in the central nervous 
system (CNS). Medical imaging contributes to an anatomy database representing inter-
nal and external structures of the body, making it easier to identify abnormalities of the 
human brain. According to world health organization (WHO), one -in -six deaths glob-
ally due to cancer and estimated 9.6 million deaths in 2018.More than 80% of the 
200,000 new childhood cancers occur annually in developing world [l]. Brain cancer 
or mmor is one of the serious diseases in the life of human brain development and it is 
an abnormal growth of cells in the brain. There are several unlike or dissimilar brains 
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Abstract: Establishing an accurate count and classification of leukocytes commonly known as WBC (white blood cells) is crucial 
in the assessment and detection of illness of an individual, which involves complications on the immune system that leads to 
various types of diseases including infections, anemia, leukemia, cancer, AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) etc. 
The two widely used methods to count WBC is with the use of hematology analyur and manual counting. Cu"ently, in the age 
of modernization there has been numerous research in the field of image processing incorporated with various segmentation and 
classification techniques to be able to generate alternatives for WBC classification and counting. However, the accuracy of these 
existing methods could still be improved. Thus, in this paper we proposed a new method that could segment various types of 
WBCs: mo11ocytes, lymphocytes, eosi11ophils, basophils, and neutrophils from a microscopic blood image using HSV (Hue, 
Saturation, Value) saturation component with blob analysis for segmentation and incorporate CNN (Co11volutional Neural 
Network) for counting which in turn generates more accurate results. 
Keywords: White blood cells, leukocytes, HSV image processing, blob analysis, convolutio11al neural network 

I. IN TRODUCTION  
The immune system is a complex network which is consists of cells, tissues and organs that operates simultaneously to protect our 
body from millions of disease causing bacteria, parasites, and viruses [I]. Leukocytes commonly known as WBC (white blood cells) 
is the most critical component of our immune system and is categorized into five major subtypes: 
I) Neutrophils(S0-70%); 
2) Lymphocytes(25-30%); 
3) Monocytes(3-9% ); 
4) Eosinophils(0-5%); 
5) Basophils(0-1 % ); 
Percentage ranges inside the brackets are the common percentage value parallel to the WBC subtype in the blood of a healthy 
person [2]. Being able to recognize a variation on the type and number ofWBCs of a healthy person normally serves as an indicator 
for various diseases [3]. Excessive monocyte and eosinophil count could be an bacterial infection. An increase in lymphocyte 
count could be an indication of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome).While, inflated count ofneutrophil could suggest 
cancer (4]. Thus, generating a method which could accurately classify and count the number ofWBC as per subclass is becoming a 
more important issue. 
Traditionally, WBC classification and counting is being done manually by hematology experts with the use of a microscope. 
However, due to the complexity of the procedure, the process could be time consuming and is prone to error[S]. 
Currently, in the advancement of image processing, numerous research and alternative methodologies have been proposed for 
WBC classification and counting. Although some of these research was able to generate accurate results in WBC counting by 
utilizing various WBC segmentation techniques such as fuzzy c means and snake (6], color space conversion incorporated with 
Otsu's algorithm [7], machine vision system [8], and k-means clustering [9] the focus of their research was mainly for determining 
the number ofWBCs. While other research on the other hand focused on devising a methodology that could execute both counting 
and classifying WBCs as per its subtype [10][11-][12] these aforementiened methods can still be improved further to generate a 
more accurate result. Thus, this research intends to introduce an innovative approach that could simultaneously segment, classify, 
and count WBCs based on microscopic blood images by utilizing the authors' previous study which could accurately and 
efficiently segment white blood cells using saturation component ofHSV color model and blob analysis. Then, incorporate CNN 
for classification and counting. 
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ABSTRACT 
White blood platelet recognition and checking is extremely basic platelet cells being wellness 

marker. A character's health is chosen utilizing all out platelet number. A substance of the platelet specifically 
the white platelet cells, a crimson platelets and cells layout a realm of the wellbeing. For recognizable proof 
and treatment of disorders like paleness, leukemia and etc. In research center, blood cell counting is 
performed with the guide of the utilization of hemocytometer and microscope blood images. This 
methodology offers flawed and questionable results that rely upon medicinal specialist ability. This endeavor 
is hard and monotonous. Expectation of the examinations to give a study on pc vision gadget that can find 
and estimate the wide assortment of white platelet cells inside the platelet test images utilizing images 
preparing calculations. In this paper considering the image handling for a checking of blood white platelets. 
image preparing calculations include five steps: input image, preprocessing, image improvement, feature 
extraction division, highlight extraction and checking calculation. The goal is to take a gander at the 
exceptional framework ofWBC checking and Recognition of the research headings. 

Keywords: Preprocessing, Noise removal and Smoothing the images. 

I. IN TRODUCTION  

For generally speaking wellness appraisal and visualization of numerous scatters which incorporates 
anemia, melanoma and a leukemia, entire platelet recollect is required. The human platelets involves of three 
kinds of platelets which incorporate red platelet (RBC), white platelet portable (WBC) and platelet (PLT) [I]. A 
human prosperity wellbeing is chosen the utilization of complete blood depend. Blood cell recognizing and 
considering is fundamental platelet being prosperity marker. Uncommon addition or lower in cell recall exhibits 
that men .and women has central clinical condition. White blood cells is also called anthracites. It is also one of 
the most crucial and various platelets in that men and human. Fundamental trait of WB Cells to is wearing a 
oxygen and conveying to the telephones inside the human body [2]. If they does now not join focus in any case a 
protein known as hemoglobin. Then both internal and external layers of cell are created from protein that gives 
red shade to blood. Hemoglobin practically does the artworks of snatching and contains oxygen. Typically phase 
of hemoglobin is inspected- in platelet test. Abatement in some stage can likewise cause serious illnesses 
comprising of paleness, platelet misfortune, hunger. Far ways of life extent of WBC platelets is of around one 
hundred twenty days for ordinary individual [3]. A standard WBC depend for 4-l lxl03 as indicated by liter of 
blood. Creation of red platelets happens inside the bone marrow from antecedent foundational microorganisms. 
Common platelet be checked (WBC) levels are demonstrated in Figure I: 
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Abstract • Applied In the telecom portion, an enormous 
volume of data is being created each day in light of an 
immense client base. The telecom organizations consider that 
achieving new client is costlier than holding the current ones. 
This paper proposes an interpersonal organization 
examination based model used to distinguish the constructive 
key clients. The proposed approach assembles a telecom 
interpersonal organization; it investigates essential system 
includes, and distinguishes the network structures present in 
the system. The most significant piece of base mining is inner 
circle structures which share social structure, use structures 
and regular interests. The inner circle Is a gathering of clients 
in the telecom interpersonal organization, they share 
comparative properties. The paper recognizes positive key 
clients, its club subgroup and that foundation is utilized to 
distinguish the churn in telecom client's system . . 

Keywords: Telecom social network, substructures, cliques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current world, a monstrous volume of data 
is being created by telecom associations at a really fast rate. 
There is an extent of telecom master fighting in the market 
to assemble their client share. The clients have various 
options as better and progressively moderate 
administrations. A complete goal oftelecom associations is 
to support their clients and stay alive in an engaged 
business showcase. A client stir happens when an 
enormous degree of clients are not happy with the 
administration gave by telecom association. 

Telecom associations consider arranging move 
when the amount of customers administration under a 
particular level which may achieve a huge loss of salary. 
Client stir distinguishing ·proof is basic in the telecom 
division as telecom managers need to hold their productive 
clients and improve their Client Relationship. The most 
significant factor is holding existing clients, since 
procuring new client is as yet costlier than holding existing 
[l]. The telecom organizations ought to have associations 
model that perceive and hold their clients by offering 
moderate and great types of assistance [2]. 
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The informal community examination approach is 
utilized for agitate forecast in associations. Informal 
organization examination is the planning, estimating the 
connections and distinguishing the flood of correspondence 
between clients. The hubs present in the system are clients 
and the connection speaks to the connection between every 
clients. The informal organization investigation (SNA) 
approach gives scientific and visual methods to point by 
point examination. To get arrange and their member 
clients, the diverse centrality measures is utilized. The 
various estimates utilized for understanding the SNA 
properties are degree centrality, betweenness centrality, 
closeness centrality and Eigen vector centrality. The center 
centrality of informal community investigation is design 
present in organize connections, the impact on singular 
client, imperatives and practices. 

The regular interests of basic investigation is in 
the "sub-structures" that is available in a system. A 
significant number of the methodologies for understanding 
the structure of a system focus on how thick associations 
are available and stretched out to create bigger factions or 
sub-groupings. The inner circles are a calculation created to 
recognize how bigger structures are exacerbated from littler 
structures. The particular definition to coteries is on· the off 
chance that there are n clients; at that point there exist 
every single imaginable tie among themselves and nearby 
one another. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Churn prediction 

Client beat is a noteworthy issue and one of the 
most huge concerns for enormous associations [3]. Due to 
the quick effect on the livelihoods of the associations 
especially in the telecom field, associations are attemptin~ 
to make expects to anticipate possible clients for 
maintenance [4]. Thusly, finding factors that impact clients 
to agitate is basic to take basic exercises to diminish the 
beat. The work on client agitate expectation focuses on 
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Abstract-Advancement of innovadon has brought about a 
critical development in every single field beginning from 
business to analyze. At present the examination Is being 
completed in each division to decide the regular clients, break 
down their conduct in wording their buy and different 
components. Key player is the person who is found to make the 
regular buy which serves to expand the Income of retailers. In 
this proposed work a proficient model Is created by applying the 
Data mining techniques like preprocessing, Feature extraction, 
Network build for shopping dataset and Community mining. 
Preprocessing is completed utilizing the calculation regex and 
mean vector. The preprocessed information must be decreased 
as far as its measurement for which the element choice is 
connected. The calculations PCA with precision 90%, recursive 
component disposal with precision 72% and Karl Pearson 
Correlation is likewise utilized to compare the accuracy came 
for preprocessed data is 90.89% and accuracy came for feature 
extraction is 92.25%. 

Keywords-- Data Mining, Customer behaviour, E-commerce, 
Feature extraction, Community Mining 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Social network is concerned much about substantial 

quantities of clients acting together with some relationship. 
Community mining is one of the vital headings in informal 
organization investigation. The informal communities are 
various, heterogeneous and dynamic in nature. Which speaks 
to a specific relationship dependent on some regularly shared 
properties, and every sort of relationship may participate in 
an alternate job in a specific task. 

Data mining techniques is used for shopping datasef 
to identify the loyal customer and to give a more benefit, 
promotion and to manage a community network in a superior 
way. 

The enormous data from various fields like guidance 
field well being area, web business and significantly more 
systems. So separating the huge volume of data and building 
system to perceive the eagerness among the different 
identities of the overall public in tremendous data is 
fundamental in these days. Mining gatherings or network in a 
framework is basic for examining and fundamental 
administration in different structures is basic [I] . 

Nowadays the central issue in network mining is 
streamlining. None of the strategies decisively recognize the 
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Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering 
Adichunchanagiri Institute of Technology 

Chikkamagaluru, Karnataka, India 

basic hub in the framework is major. The most necessities for 
such an enormous data is its examination. The condition is 
made such a way, that the data is more with us anyway 
information is less concerning data. So the information 
extraction is a trying errand for getting increasingly proficient 
information. 

Not by try, mining or perceiving groups in immense 
frameworks have saved applications, since hubs in a 
practically identical assembling everything considered have 
essential properties or relationship as to center points 
interconnecting arranged social occasions [2] . For instance, 
individuals in a get-together of customers may have basic 
interests a get-together of stubbornly related proteins as 
frequently as conceivable team up for an offered sensible 
insistence, and tweets under a near point constantly spread 
the for all intents and purposes indistinguishable estimation. 

At the point when the relationship among the clients 
is perceived in an online business [2], it is definitely not hard 
to foresee the energy among the customers. The main aim of 
this project is to identify the key player in a community. The 
community is build for a preprocessed data. By using an 
algorthim called dependency the community is build and 
mining techniques are used to predict the key player in a 
network. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Behaviour analysis of customer 

Varun E [I] has proposed information mining framework 
is important to consider purchasing conduct of the clients in 
Ecommerce stores. By thought of the profitable client the 
examination began on complete anticipating the acquiring 
conduct properties of client. The information mining structure 
is exceptionally useful for association to begin the 
relationship of client with different things 

B. Frame of Mining community 
The Pushpa Ravikumar [2] has proposed network 

exchange is basic for mining adventure supportability and 
accomplishment. The composition exhibits a sensible 
association between system sponsorship and supportability. 
Quantifiable measurements factors have been seemed to 
impact organize affirmation. 
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Abstract: E-commerce is a huge business of selling and buying products through on/ine. The retailers first should get popularity 
in digital. 95 percent of the people shop online but remaining 5 percent oftlle people do not buy online to overcome this data 
mining technique is used to build a community to recognize the loyal customer to predict the behaviour of a key customer. 
Community mining identifies the closely linked node using adjacency matrix. It also identifies the betweeness, degreeness, 
closeness as a centrality measures in a community mining. Community provides to identify key player in a huge shopping 
dataset. In a preprocessing step the data contain noisy to remove the algorthim regex with the accuracy 56 percent and mean 
weighted average vector with the accuracy 82 percent is compared for better result. In the feature extraction the algorthim which 
has used is PCA and Recursive feature elimination with the accuracies 85 percent and 67 percent is compared and processed for 
building a community using a pearson correlation matrix by building a relation. The accuracy has been improved with the 
feature extraction algorthim. 
Index terms: Customer behaviour, E-Commerce, Feature extraction, Dependency, Community mining 

I. IN TRODUCTION  
Everybody has their own informal community. Everybody has companions, families, and individuals they are familiar with. An 
online interpersonal interaction website basically makes our informal organizations unmistakable to other people who are not in our 
prompt system. So the absolute most significant element that recognizes an informal organization from a network is the manner by 
which individuals are held together on these destinations. In an informal organization, individuals are held together by pre-built up 
relational connections, for example, family relationship, companionship, cohorts, associates, colleagues, and so on. The associations 
are fabricated each one in turn. The essential reason that individuals join an interpersonal interaction site is to keep up former 
connections and set up new ones to grow their system. With this learning, it ought to be clear why Facebook, MySpace, and 
Linkedln are informal organizations instead of community [ 1 ]. Community network is concerned much about significant amounts of 
customers acting together with some relationship. Network mining is one of the fundamental headings in casual association 
examination. The casual networks are different, heterogeneous and dynamic in nature. Which addresses a particular relationship 
reliant on some normally shared properties, and each kind of relationship may take an interest in a substitute occupation in a 
particular assignment [2]. Communities are held together by normal intrigue. It might be a diversion, something the network 
individuals are energetic around, a shared objective, a typical venture, or only the inclination for a comparable way of life, land area, 
or calling [3]. Plainly individuals join the network since they care about this basic intrigue that sticks the network individuals 
together. Some stay since they wanted to add to the reason; others come since they can profit by being a piece of the community. 
Data mining strategies is utilized for shopping dataset to recognize the devoted client and to give a more advantage, advancement 
and to deal with a network organize in an superior manner. Community can be a major division between network definitions is 
whether vertices can have a place with a solitary network or any number of networks. Avocations exist for each methodology, and 
eventually, the determination of which definition to utilize is likely space and application subordinate. For example, while 
investigating natural protein connection systems, if an examiner wishes to produce a proteins, a progressive disjoint technique is 
wanted. While breaking down interpersonal organizations, because of the assortment of affiliations and interests that an individual 
may have, a covering strategy might be increasingly fitting [4]. When the relationship among the customers is seen in an online 
business, it is unquestionably not difficult to predict the vitality among the clients. The principle point of this undertaking is to 
recognize the key player in a network. The people group is work for preprocessed information. By utilizing an algorthim considered 
reliance the network is assemble and mining methods are utilized to anticipate the key player in a system. 
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period time factor assumes an extremely critical job. The most ideal approach 
to depict bone malignancy in all stages utilizing image processing. Identifying 
cancer in the bone is a testing issue because of its complex structure. Here, 
past analysts have given far reaching survey of bone malignant growth 
recognition using image processing strategies. A decent research work has 
been made to the CAD framework behind distinguishing proof of bone 
malignant growth by images. In this paper we proposed a bone malignant 
growth identification utilizing k-means segmentation and KNN classifier to 
recognize the bone disease utilizing image processing strategy for ultra sound 
images of bones. The proposed outcomes are promising with more exactness 
up to 98.14% accuracy. 
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Abstl'act: 
At the point while setting up the submerged acoustic sensor system (UASN), hub deployment will be the above all else errand, 
\Vhereupon numerous basic system administrntions, for example, system topology control, directing, & limit recognition, will be 
manufactured. Where hub deployment at 2-D physical remote sensor systems had been broadly concentrated, little consideration 
must be gotten through the 3-D partners. 
This paper goes for examining the effects for hub deployment procedures at localization exhibitions at the 3-D wvirorunent. All 
the more particularly, these re-enactments directed at this project uncover which of general tetrahedron deployment plan outflanks 
these irregular deployment plan & this 3D shape deployment plan as far as decreasing localization blunder & expanding 
localization proportion by keeping up these nonnal number for neighbouring anchor hubs & system availability. Given this way 
which arbitrary deployment will be essential decision for greater part of viable applications for date, the outcomes v.ill be relied 
upon for reveal some insight onto the outline UASNs sooner rather than later. 

1. Introduction 
Underwater sensor systems[!] will be imagined for 
empowering applications of oceanographic information 
accumulation, contamination observing, seaward 
investigation, debacle avoidance, helped route & strategic 
observation applications. Numerous unmanned or else self-
ruling underwater vehicles(UUVs, AUVs), outfitted along 
underwater sensors, would likewise find application at 
investigation for common m1demeath ocean assets & social 
affair for experimental information at shared observing 
missions. Thirds for earth surface will be made out for 
water. Contrasted & the person's nan1re along area, there 
will be still nmnerous un-investigated 1mderwater ranges. 
These need huge examination endeavors. 
This examination for Underwater Acoustic Networks[4] 
(UANs) will be pulling at consideration because for vital 
applications of underwater such as military & business 
purposes. Many research interest & endeavors will be 
moving for this zone as of late. These wide utilizations for 
UANs incorporate still not constrained for: lnfo111lation 
trade among hubs which will be inside this scope for system, 
or else outside the system along assistance for, e.g., an 
entryway, the switch focus. This essential configuration 
objective for correspondence systen1s will be of trading data. 
At the UAN, trading data an1ongst hubs will be one for its 
crucial applications. The case will be which underwater 
Internet, at which clients could share data without together, 
will get for reasonable rather than fantasy, ifUANs will be 
conveyed. 
Another critical application will be ongoing correspondence 
along submarines & self-sufficient underwater vehicles at 

system arrangements. For case, concise & helpful versatile 
i1lspecting for 3D waterfront sea environment will be 
performed through Odyssey-class AUVs[2]. Such sort of 
exercises could enhance hmnan capacity for watching & 
anticipate these attributes for sea/lake/stream mvironment. 
This incorporates observation, reconnaissance, and targeting 
& interruption discovery. Through utilizing distinctive sorts 
for sensors, this UAN could accomplish more precise & 
arrangement for low mark targets contrasted & customary 
observation frameworks. 

Contanlination at close shore seas will be the critical issue & 
needs close watch. UANS could perform various types of 
contamination observing, e.g., substance, organic, atomic, & 
oil spillage contaminations at bayous, lakes, or else 
waterways. UANs[4] could likewise be utilized for screen 
sea streams & temperature change, e.g. , the worldwide 
temperan1re alteration impact for sea. Underwater 
investigations will be troublesome of people because for 
high water weight, erratic underwater exercises & boundless 
size of obscure region. 
UANs could help us investigate this underwater world 
which will be not acquainted along. Such sorts of exercises 
incorporate investigating minerals & oilfields, deciding 
schedules oflying under ocean links, & so forth. 
Through sending Acoustic Sensor Networks at remote areas 
for screening undersea exercises, sea related calamity such 
as tidal wave & ocean tren1or could caution for waterfront 
territories continuously while this happens. The UAN could 
recognize mine effectively through utilizing acoustic sensors 
& optical sensors together. An AUV[2] system base will be 
presented for mine counter measure operations. From the 
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Image Compression is a method of reducing the amount of data that we require 
to represent the image. Image Compression has been the most useful and very "· 
successful technologies in the field of digital image processing. Researchers 
have been using oversampling of images till recenUy. In the 
implementedsystem, architecture is implementedthat compresses the images 
using decimation of pixels. The image is prefiltered using a low-pass prefiltering 
process before pixel decimation to get redefined edges. In the resulting 
decimated image blocking artifacts are reduced, hence we can get an image 
that can be compressed and transmitted without any significant change to 
current image coding standards and systems.For the decompression 
procedure, the low resolution image is first decompressed then it is upscaled to 
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outperforms JPEG in PSNR measure and achieves superior visual quality. 
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ABSTRACT 

Sentiment analysis is a huge volume increasing at a humongous rate everyday which has made it 
almost impossible to evaluate the data manually. In Social media, twitter, restaurant site people share their 
opinion as in a huge number of their prevalence. In order to make the process of analyzing the text automatic 
there are various machine learning techniques that could be applied. The data set is for those enthusiasts who are 
willing to play with text data and perform sentiment analysis or text classification. The huge quantity of data in 
textual is generated every day has no value unless processed. The text data problem can be resolute by a choose 
to take up data mining technique. By using classifier it helps to predict the text data using naive bayes classifier. 
This data set consists of actual reviews from real people. So this data set will give a real time experience as to 
how to deal with textual data. 

Keywords- Data Mining; Restaurant Reviews; Social Media; Sentiment analysis; Lexicon based approach; 
Naive Bayes classifier. · 

I. IN TRODUCTION  

Recently there has been number of hotels when you like to visit in your place. Customer thinks best way to 
search good restaurants by asking someone who is unknown. If the customer does not get anyone to ask then it 
is problem for him to decide. Opinion mining plays a very important role in every customer decision. When the 
customer does not get any information from any restaurants customer he suddenly go to the online websites 
which gives more information about the restaurant. Sentiment analysis is called as finding the opinion from a 
large data which helps to analyze which restaurant is the best for customer who directly accesses the good 
reviews for restaurant. 

Customer takes many features while choosing the restaurant that is in tasting, cleaning, all types tasty food, 
smell, and how about the service for each of the customer. Sentiment analysis helps to define the opinion or text 
analysis or text processing [ l ]. Sentiment analysis tells about the natural language processing to find and extract 
slanted information from a large dataset. These approaches do the extraction of attributes and expressions like 
polarity which defines the positive or negative opinion. 

Now a day's sentiment analysis becoming good and great topic for development and to find from many 
applications practically. f2]The information which can be gathered from internet is continuously mounting very 
high. System of sentiment analysis helps to convert unstructured information into structured information of 
public reviews, products, service, and brands. This helps in the field of commercial areas like marketing 
analysis, public dealings, reviews of product, promoters and scoring, feedback of product and service of 
products. 

Text analysis can be broadly classified into two types that are fact and opinion. Facts refer to look about 
something and it is objective [3]. Opinion refers to sentiment of people and feeling towards subject matter. 
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Evolution of technology has resulted In a significant growth in each and every 
field starting from business to research. This growth has caused a great impact 
in growing the business revenue. Multiple E-commerce sectors have been 
evolving day by day which are working day and night to reach the peak. At 
present the research is being carried out in every sector to determine the 
frequent customers, analyze their behaviour in terms their purchase and 
various other factors. The main aim is to get hold of the loyal customer by 
satisfying their needs. So every ecommerce sectors are moving in the direction 
to determine the best model to identify such key players. Key player is the one 
who is found to make the frequent purchase which helps to increases the 
revenue of retailers. The historical data has to be used to perform the analysis 
of key players In a shopping data set. Handling such huge data requires best 
tools and techniques and one such domain is Data Mining. In this proposed 
work an efficient model is developed by applying the data mining techniques 
such as preprocessing, feature selection, community build and mining. The 
dataset collected has to be cleaned in order to reduce the computation and to 
eliminate the error rate for which preprocessing Is carried out using the 
algorithm regex and mean weighted average vector. The preprocessed data 
has to be reduced In terms of its dimension for which the feature selection is 
applied. The algorithms PCA with accuracy 89%, recursive feature elimination 
with accuracy 67% and Kari Pearson Correlation is also used and compared. 
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has given rise to a stiff competition among them. Telecom sectors with 
improved technology needs to handle the large set of subscribed customer 
base. Now a days, in addition to acquisition of new customers to increase the 
company revenue, retaining the old customers is also found to be of much 
importance. So, all the telecom industries are concentrating on building a best 
predictive model in order to determine the churn rate. In this paper we mainly 
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created to provide the prediction accuracy similar to or greater than the original 
dataset with less computation. 
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Al;>stract: 
Image fusion Is the process of merging two or more relevant information into 
one image. The resulted image will have more explanatory than original 
images. Multispectral image (MS) is obtained from satellite, multispectral image 
having rich spectral information and low spatial resolution. MS have less 
information which is not suitable for remote sensor application. Panchromatic 
(PAN) image is one of the types of satellite images. PAN images have more 
spectral information but low spatial information. In remote sensing application 
more spatial and spectral information is required, so merging MS and PAN will 
result in rich spatial and spectral image. Many fusion algorithms are supported 
to fuse MS and PAN. Some techniques are principal component analysis, 
discrete wavelet transform, pixel-level image fusion and multisensor image 
fusion. Qualitative analysis determines the performance of fused image by 
comparison between original image and resulted fused image. Some qualitative 
metrics are evaluated using Root mean square error (RMSE), Relative global 
dimensional synthesis error (ERGAS), Quality factor (04 ), Cross correlation 
(CC) and Spectral angle mapper (SAM). This paper reviews about various 
fusicm techniques In remote sensor and quality metrics. 
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Abstract 

The stteam 4£ Sentiment Analys.is has become ,,ery popular today helping people and ccrporatc to analyze the oriem;ni011 of sentiments 
towards ~cular product and people. The Sentimcm Analy,is will not be complete without analyzing the Sarcasm or Irony in 
statements. S:m:;,sm is the art af saying S<llllething opposite to the original meaning in a sentence. Mon of the times Sarcasm in sentences 
malces it more Negati\'e than positive. In this paptt, an approach is adopted to identify the sarcasm in sentences using Sellliwordnet A 
sci of core popular sarcastic seotenc:cs are considered and scores arc calculated. The scores points out at the sarcasm in sentences which 
most of the .lm/,e is negati,-e. The polarities of sentences are also calculated and also the scmences are checked for sarcasm scores iA 
Sarcasm detector loo!. 

K0>-.u: Poltulty, Sor,a:,,., Seo,,. S4ntZ...1ll 

~-J/i 
1. Introducion 

In the CU!T"'!I ,,·a,ld of Data Analysis, idcmif)ing information in 
the a,-ai!abli ·. data h2s opOfled many 3\-enues in Research 
part.iculatly to;vards l',.fachine Learning and artificial Intelligence. 
One such appcoach of identif}ing infonnation for useful causes is 
sem.imemal 'Analysis. Ddection of sentimcms in a gi,-en text or a 
seotence help~ in coming out wilh good decisions which really 
helps both corporate and common man. As, today is the en of E-
Commerce, the analy,is of sentimetJ!s .in dati has gained 
importance. • . 
Sarcasm is an art of saying something opposite 10 what 0IIC 
origuwly mean. Sarcasm is identified as irooic or satirical wit that 
is used to i/,sult, mock or 3lnll$e by not directly mentiorting the 
words. Identifying sarcasm is an important aspect of sentimental 
analysis as '' iµany positive sentiments may eru:I up with the 
negative infetii and negati,-e sentiments may come up \\1th . . , ·"~ ., postb\"e mien!. 
In social mcdra like twi- or facebook, when people write 
s:ircastic sentknces. they ;ippend the sentence with a hashtag(I!). h 
is meant that, .a sen= with a sarcasm bashtag is identified as a 
sarcastic sentence. The greater challenge is to identify the e.uct 
scmiment in a sarcastic sentence. 
The sentenq:s \\1th sarcasm stan with a positive notion and ends 
uith a neg:ath'e ooe or vice vena. We consider some popular 
wcastic sentences which have both negati,-e and positi,-e intcm. 
We try to ln:irig out the scores for each sentence saying whether it 
is sarcastic or not. \Ve also check fer essence of sarcasm in 
scmences through sarcasm detector tool. 

2. Related Work 

Ellen Riloff et.al (lJ in their uuk tried to idcmify sarcaun iA 
sentences by identifying positi,-e sentimcm phrases and aegatm 
situatioo phrases. They used a Bootstnpping algorithm to idcmify 
the phrases. Tho pbrases considered u-ere limited to specific 
syntactic structures and were not with con1Jasting phrases with 
constrained come,o., 
Mondher Bouazizi and Tomoalci ohtsuki (2) in their pape1' 
proposed a melhod to detect sac= in twi- that makes use of 
the different componcms of the tweet They proposed 4 sets of 
features like scmimenl related, punctuation relatm, Laical related 
and pattern related that CO\'er differcm 1)-pes of sarcasm they 
identified and used it to classify tweets as sarcastic and Non-
sarcastic. 
Moodher Bouazizi and Tomoaki oh!suki [l] .in their subsequent 
work proposed a minimal set of features like non textual and 
t<,xtual that classified tweets inespecti,-e of topic:. Non Textual 
features considered entities like bash tag and teJ<tual features 
considered entities like positi,-e and negative wards. 
Santosh Kumar Bharti cul (4] in their paper proposed two 
approaches to detect sarcasm in the text of Twitter cb%a. They 
proposed Parsing based Lexicon generation algorithm fer sarcasm 
detection and also detection of sarcasm based on occurrence of 
Interjection word. They used F SCQ(e to e.-aluarc the results. 
Santosh Kumar Bharti et.al [SJ in their rontinued uuk proposed a 
H3doop frame \\Uk that captures real time tweets and processes it 
with a set of algorithms which identifies sarcastic scmiments. 
They obsen-ed 1hal the elapse time foe analyzing and processmg 
und« Hadoop based framework signi:ficamly outperforms 
CODVClltionai melbods. 
Ashwin Rajadesigan [6] in his uuk explcred the poss,aility of 
using bebaviQ( tnits intrinsic to users of sarcasm to detect 
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Abstract -E c0:mmerce is growing rapidly in such a 
way that in futlJr.e everything is in fingertips of each 
person. N o need·~to go outside for purchasing in these 
days but still the .retailers have huge competition among 
them for marli_~ting products and they are now 
interested and · targeting towards the most important 
customers as ii _order to improve their business. So 
identifying impo.i tant customers in large dataset using 
different tools is '.~_challenging task. And knowing how 
the customers aill&elated each other in various aspects 
is challenging. '.{:h~se challenges are addressed in this 
paper. These may help to increase the revenue of the 
retailers. Rapidly identifies the important customers in 
community structure. 

;- ft~ I 
Keywords:-Bp_tuta,online shopping, keycustomer, 

centrality measur,ts 
)' ~{ 

,. · 1. INTRODUCTION 

E-Co~ erce is the purchasing and selling of 
goods and servi&f over the internet. The technology is 
being developed rapidly from last two decades, especially 
internet and wo}ld' wide development of information 
technology in ·digf\alization and also being developed 
worldwide. Aftet'thi: improvement of internet technology 
the firms can improve the images of their product and 
services in their 1weosites. The more and depth information 
and improved se/:;ic'es attracts more people to purchase the 
products through 'online. Thus the traditional mode of 
purchasing is re'pJiiced by online shopping. Therefore the 
internet shoppinit 'and its impact on consumer behaviour 
help to increasf,;(4e revenue of the retailers. There are 
many online sliopping website in which each has 
competitions am9rlg online shopping sites to increase 
revenues. The nj~Jo,r online shopping sites are Amazon, 
ebay, flipkart,WW:Mart Online, Macy's etc., 

The fast 'jµiprovement of information technology, 
a large volume of,data is collected on many fields. The data 
collected may be-~wide variety and valuable and there are 
different techniqU:ei: for mining the individual data. When 
an individual daia•;i's compared with the others data though 
which identifyinglrthe similar minds in a large dataset. The 
huge data from·<V_arious fields like education field, health 
sector, ecommerc~ ·;and many more systems. So analyzing 
the vast volume:of,data and building community to identify 
the interest amon'jf the different minds of the people in vast 

data is important in these days. Mining communities or 
groups in a network is valuable in analysing and decision 
making in many systems is important.Nowdays the main 
problem in community mining is optimization. None of the 
techniques accurately identify the central nodes in the 
network. The most need for such a large data is its analysis. 
The situation is created such a way that the data is more 
with us, but information is less with respect to data. So the 
information extraction is a challenging task for obtaining 
efficient information. 

Community is a set of entities that splits or shares 
the same characteristics or connects to each other via 
certain relationships. Social network structure is built 
through nodes, represents objects from various cluster that 
are connected from various types of relationship. 
Identifying community characteristics arid placing objects 
in different communities is a major objective of 
'community mining' and can have different applications in 
many fields. Many of individual units are interconnected in 
a network with different conditions. Analysing the network 
with different interest will result in making a decision. 
Mining the community helps in making decision in a fields 
like ecommerce. 

Nowadays technology is in finger tips of each 
people. Everyone can do their work from anywhere 
because technology. But the analyzing the various activities 
of each people through their data is much important in 
providing better service for each people. Here by 
considering individual customer as a nodes or vertices, the 
relationship among the customers is considered as the 
edges or links. For analysing those data by building a 
community among different customers using large set of 
data. Community detection and Identifying the key node in 
a community is important properties in network. It is 
carried out by considering different parameters for 
evaluating. Community structure consist of objects that are 
clustered into set of nodes that have similarities among two 
of nodes are more correlated if both belongs to same 
community otherwise two nodes are less connected. Main 
aim of analysing the network is to detect the community. 
After building a community grouping the nodes into a 
cluster is an important task. This is sometimes referred to 
be community detection. Community detection has a broad 
application because as the community will possess the 
same characteristics or properties among them. This will 
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Abstract:- Telec~ininunication has become an Important for 
business, enabling companies to communicate effectively 
with its customers_ and allowing high standards of customer 
service. Due to tM expansion of telecommunication market 
day by day and !n,creased competition has resulted in huge 
loss of revenue as':Well loss of customers. The process of one 
customer leavinlf'oiie telecom company and joining another 
telecom company'is called as "Churn", · 
In this paper we:~.eveloped a prediction model for telecom 
customer chur~.]J' represents large dataset in the form of 
graphs which bl ips to depict the outcome in the form of 
various data visu·alization. Churn is a very Important area 
in which the telecom domain can make or lose their 
customers hence.'investing greater time to make predictions 
which in turn helps to make necessary business conclusions. 
Churn reduction· can be achieved effectively by analysing 
the past history of the potential customer systematically. 

Keywords- TeleCO!f!lllllnication, Churn, Churn Prediction, 
Churn Managem?,/1t, Churn rate, Data mining. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mobile co'.i\{rilunication has become the dominant 
medium for elfe'ctive communication all over the world. 
In numerous . cc{untries, especially in developed, the 
telecom market'is · saturated to the extent that each new 
customer must lii1won over from the competitors. Many 
public policies~lllld standardised procedures of mobile 
communication·· allow the customer to easily switch over 
from one carrier):o another. So, instead of winning a new 
customer it is far; better to retain the old customers in the 
same network. c-Hence, the telecom carriers have now 
shifted their focu'~· from customer acquisition to customer 
retention. ; } 

Churn in terms of telecom industries refers to the 
customer lea~ing the current company and moving 
towards the teleconi company. Managing of customer 
to remain in the.plµticular telecom company is intact a 
difficult task. Gustomer churn is a notorious problem 
for most of the ' itidustries, affecting the revenues and 
standards of a ~company, subsequently resulting in 
difficulty for iicguiring of new customers. In the 
customer orienf6<i telecommunication cycle, churn 
refers to the · d6~ision made by the customer about 
ending up the · business relationship with a particular 
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telecommunication company due to prevalence of 
inconvenience over a long duration. 

Churn may also be referred as loss of clients or 
customers, who are intending to move their custom to a 
competing service provider. In order to manage 
customer churn more effectively, a company must 
build an accurate and more effective churn prediction 
technique. To keep up in the competition and to acquire 
as many customers, most of the telecom service 
providers invest huge amount of revenue to expand 
their business in the beginning, Therefore, it has 
become important for the telecom operators to earn 
back the amount they invested along with at least the 
minimum profit within a very short period of time. 

The Decision Trees, Nearest Neighbour, and 
Artificial Neural Networks are sum of the churn 
analysis techniques which perform two key tasks such 
as predicting whether a particular customer will churn 
and reasons for that particular customer to churn. These 
techniques address only percentage of churn, but they 
fail to identify the exact number of churners. The 
problem confronting wireless telecommunications 
management is that it is very difficult to determine 
which subscribers leave the company and why. It is 
therefore more difficult to predict which customers are 
likely to leave the company, and devise cost effective 
incentives that will convince likely churners to easy. 

ll.LITERATURESURVEY 

A. Chum Prediction 
In the past, churn has been identified as an issue of 
concern across most industry sectors. In its most general 
sense it refers to the rate of loss of customers from a 
company's customer base[2]. The churning out of the 
customers from the emerging business space like telecom 
and broadcast providers leads to the loss of revenue. 
These companies aim at identifying the risk of churn in 
its early stages, as it is usually much cheaper to retain a 
customer than to try to win that customer back. If this risk 
can be accurately predicted, marketing departments can 
target customers efficiently with targeted incentives to 
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~BSTRACT 

'J'.~e "telecommunication industries customcri£l'Ms bases are increasing every day. The industries arc expected to 
'f~4•~. 
1{~Pificant loss of income due to increasing competition in drawing customers towards their customer bases. It is 

~J)or1ant to find the cause for losing custoiners and identifying the importance of the customer and retain thein . 
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;}he
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cu?tomer leaving the present telccom customer base and moving to other tclccom service providers is called as 

. chl!m. The telecommunication data set considered for identifying the importance of customer and chum prediction 

"9_g;;[6i~· high dimensional data. it may contain redundant and inappropriate attributes. To apply the data mining tasks tr.~•~...: 
., it:i~ difficult to denl with high dimensional data and it leads to inappropriate predictions. To apply data mining task 

....... JJ 
to pre-process the data and reduce high dimensional data to low dimensional data without losing the 

·, ci iction infonnation. The reduced low dimensional data gives best results in churn prediction. This work focus on 

'tiii rent anribute important measures and selection methods for identify the best subset of attributes for chum 

·;~~ iction. The experimental results of different attribute selection methods produces significant subset of attributes 

fi:.Oq1 high dimensional telecom dataset. The approach proven that it is helpful for predictive accuracy of further 

t~Iecom churn management. 
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les the most common reason for the death nowadays is lung cancer. From 
the past few years computed tomography has gained its popularity in detection 
of-jfui_(i_:cancer. The application of image processing has increased day by day. 
Thi~;r.esults in new inventions in diagnosing disease accurately. Accuracy 
obt~ined by radiologist in classification of lung cancer may tend to decrease 
when dealing with large volume of images. This paper proposes a method for 

· ci<;l ss}(ication of lung cancer based on two categories, four shapes and four 
margi°,,s. This study shows the outcome of applying image processing operation 
like, P.reprocessing, segmentation and feature extraction. Proposed work uses 
the support vector machine classifier as classification technique and proven to 
achieve high accuracy. 
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Abstract- In ma11ts:: the most common reason for the death 
nowadays is lupg,:~lfcer. From the past few years computed 
tomography ha~ ~~~ii-its popularity in detection of lung cancer, 
The application 'cif• lli,age processing has increased day by day. 
The lungs are a-ji~i~,of spongy, air filled organs located on either 
side of th~ chest: 'i,~~g cancer caused by cigarette smoking and 
passive swoking:. TJ.tts paper proposes a method for segmentation 
of lung c'imf ei' '~/i§:e\i. on l~ng region, tumour intensity, blood 
vessels intensity, and threshold. This study shows the outcome of 
applying lti.!a~;.iirp'C~ssj itg_ operation like, pre-processing and 
segmentation. ,Pf9posed · work uses the fuzzy connectedness 
technique. T~e_.· ·_L.ti.ng segmentation method shows the 
quantitative r~sults such as fast, strong and improves the 
performance of siri'.n.g' clinical tasks. 

•f":-.~ 
Index Terms- • . Background and Foreground separation 
Technique, Mask.':;,e~ation, Fuuy connectedness image method. 

- _ •• M"\.'.' 

\ t''·•(:-~~:"., 
'/•\~·- I.INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is rhpid 1,>rowth of cells in a given region of 
body .. Th~ two,twiio~.t reasons ~or this rapid growth ai:e 
mutation and,flt~f~s1ve ,reproduction ~f cells. Due to this 
multiplicativ,ei grCl~ qf cells, there will be uncontrollab~e 
growth in orgalrn;~these• results in formation of ~o~. T~s 
can li'appen ·il:t°"'any; part ' of the body. If the multiphcat1ve 
growili 6:f ~~l!n~; s place in lungs, it i~ said to be lung 
cancer: 'Wlie'J!} :.9Jnpared to all other different types ?f 
cancers, ·1unlf,c.4,Dc~r is the only one which leads to death m 
men. "The.'predic'!)oi\ of lung cancer cannot be done in early 
stag~~.A.!.l~( ,~~ti'irie, ca~~ is still not understood. So, 
detectj91). Qt_U!h\l~. cancer m its early stage c~ be helpful 
to avoid d~a11(,\'ftaf~s .. So the lung segmentation method 
shows . the'i:'~ani\taiive results for the further feature 
extraction and·i 1assification. Many image processing and 
machiile 1.e8;J'ni~&t t~chnjque have come into existence in 
order1 to i:!ia'gno"st 1ahd segments the lung tumour (nodules) 
from bloo·d : vJs'iel~ in lung into its different stages. 
According ,to the:~urvey made by, cancer caused more than 
13 000 annual di;ath,s in the USA, which can be more than 
500 ooo·annu'al"ii~~ths from cancer [l]. This drop in cancer 
mo:ii;lity ' iS::,du'e1_rq.-the' advance in treatment early and 
accurate segbienli/tion of lung cancerous nodule or lung 
tumour from tli~;'blood vessels and other particles in the 
lung.' In the:, pfei1.~rit work the segmentation of CT scan 

·' ~- ·:~ ·. i~• 
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images [2] are done based upon mapping of images and 
threshold. 

The proposed method aims to segment the lung region, 
lung nodules and cancerous lung nodule in lungs of 
different stages. So there should not be any unwanted 
information in the image, before prior to segmentation. The 
proposed work uses fuzzy connectedness technique fo~ the 
segmentation [4]. Laszlo Gin in 2006 created the algonth_m 
for support vector machine [5][6]. In performance analysis, 
fuzzy connectedness technique for segmentation has proven 
to be the accurate method in segmentation of a CT scan 
images when compare to other techniques. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a 
review on existing technique for lung cancer pre-processing 
and segmentation. Section m describes about methodology. 
Section IV gives details regarding results and discussions. 
Section V describes about conclusion. 

11.LITERA TURE SURVEY 

A brief survey carried in order to work with the 
proposed method is discussed in this section. Classification of 
CT scan images using support vector machine classifier is 
present in [ 6]. In this technique, classification of lung cancer 
is made based on only its three categories namely, normal, 
benign and malignant. The segmentation techniques for lung 
cancer detection in CT scan images are presented in [7]. In 
this paper, the segmentation by registration scheme is applied. 
The . normal lungs are elastically registered with scan for 
pathology. 

In this paper, radiornic analysis performed on the 
malignant and benign mediastinal lymph node for the 
complementary features extraction [8]. In this method, 
mediastinal lymph-hub metastases in non-small cell lung 
growths explored by the significance of creatin~ effective _are 
progressively stressed. It is because the ideal surgical 
mediation and treatment for patients with lung malignancy. 
This paper investigated profound learning, surface highlights 
and their blends to determine unpretentious distinction among 
the threatening and kindhearted mediastinal lymph hubs on 
CT. The radiomics-based outcomes are observed to guarantee 
for separating threatening from benevolent mediastinal lymph 
hubs of patients with lung growth. 
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Abstract: Crop yield of a country has a direct impact on the 
economy of that co;untry as well as on its overall development. 
It plays a very iinportant role In determining every aspect 
that effects th~ grow~ _of a country I.e., from insufficient yield 
to the economic tradihg of crops. So to understand the various 
factors that affects -ihe crop yield as well as in order to predict 
the yield of~\~r c~op,.based_ ~n these factors we make use of R 
tool an'lt vanous P,atkages that are available in it, such as 
randomForest' atid"ii~et. In tbls approach, we consider the 
important fac~ors · ili;f.h•as the direct effect on the crop yield 
for analysis and.pft nic_tion. for example, the basic factors on 
which the yiel<! ·of•c!~P; depends are rainfall, temperature, 
humidity, soil characjeristicsf fertilizers, wind speed, sunshine 
and also on /lie •far.@ng·. practices. These factors varies for 
various crops. advell· as for various locations. In this context 
we consider rice, the'n;,os_t likely grown crop for analysis and 
prediction. The factors are considered with respect to rice for 
better understandi~g and· aiso for easy evaluation. With the . 
help of R to~Lw.e' ,deii,'rmine the error in the prediction 
through whicli,J li; '. ~,{vlattoit can be understood easily, for 
example, low·raiiJf! lldue to drought in some areas can be a 
reason for low yield )i,hen all the other factors are In favour. 
We can also.cs1leterml~e the. main factors that has a great 
inlluen~• on the'.yielf '; 

\ .·.•.•. ;:;_,-., l 

Keyword: R too~•ran~,intFores4 crop yield, prediction, analysis. 

, , b : INTRODUCTION 
Rice is·bne of-tJie -{loJ?linant crop that is grown in most of 
the countries and India .stands second in the contribution of 
rice productio&c~!l;~fo · China. Each crop requires various 
kinds 'qf ext~rga1 ,~~c(interbal factors. For example, some 
crop requires rainfaltl~ss (\Jan I 000mm while some other 
may ff,quire mgr~. iJ1an: 1500mm. Some crop may require 
less !wmidity\ wfiil.c ·. som_e other may require more 
humidity. So 1h' orcfer, to understand the efficiency of this 
analysis and, ·th.e prediction, we consider rice for the 
analysis• and-_tll~ s:inie'• technique can be applied for other 
crops by collectil)g';ij1~ data of the factors that has the 
influeqce DI) )har pa!fi_pµlar crop. 
In context _to·,.Ric~we,consider the factors shown in/Table 

11.) _ ... '• • .,.,:i-: • ' 
1.1 to, 1;1nderstan_d,. t.~~ ang~ of values that has an implicit 
effect -?P. its yield,/@.~· deviation from t?ese range may lead 
to dev\a,t10.n .froqiJ he• expected crop yield. So in order to 
predict the yield of i:ice the data are collected from past 
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circumstances which gives a clear cut idea of how the 
variance of the attributes has a direct impact on the yield. 
These data are collected and stored in an organized way 
and the evaluation is done on them to understand the 
influence of these data, so that the future analysis can be 
earned based on these references. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this section, related literature about rice yield analysis, 
Random forest, crop yield prediction strategies will be 
reviewed and discussed. 

A. Rice yield analysis 
Rice is a more adversely grown crop whose yield varies for 
various location and it is also based on the climatic 
condition of that region. Rice is the seed of a monocot 
plant and it is the important staple food for large part of 
human population. It is also found that rice is the third 
widely grown cereal grain next to maize and wheat. 
Determining better techniques for the rice yield would help 
to assist the farmers and other stake holders in order to 
make better decisions which has been determined in (6]. 

B. Random/ores/ 
In order to predict the crop yield more accurately random 
forest is used which is a standard and supervised machine 
learning algorithm. Random forest provides a various kinds 
of algorithms to make better understanding of the results 
that has to be obtained. It helps to plot multi-dimensional 
scaling for proximity matrix, extract a single tree in the 
randomForest as explained in (7]. 

C. Crop yield prediction 
Yield of a crop mainly depends on the function on the 
resources as well as on the conditions around it. The factors 
such as temperature, humidity, rainfall, sunshine plays a 
very important role in determining the yield of a crop. In 
addition to making use of the historic data for analysis the 
future prediction can also be done using the algorithm. 
These predictions helps to understand the necessary steps 
that has to be taken in order to increase the yield of a crop 
[5]. 
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!1·,-~ :.:)~:?;.): 
Abstracl ~ ... ·r ~cb,t1'e:,?' has a trend to share their opinion 
about any, rc ·) aunched, product or anything will be 
posted dn ~ •,1t:~1_t_~s:1n the form of reviews. These reviews 
contain ".i~pm a'ntf 1i ta ,bo~ t the particular product. The 
revlews;corisfdered .uscful orily when they are well processed 
and ma4e'·fid.o) the . analy;zlnj;, system. This paper deals with 
the m!~•} i me_dr •~P•~.t .P•~ijlem using Pattern Matching 
Technique (P~) in opinion ininiog. 

,:·,., . '~':!"- ·' -''. • 

K~~t;/~ ;",do~· min/lg, ,pattren matching, sentiment 
ana1ys;;/ A:, · r.ii{ r.i;!';;,}~g sei 

'. ' .:ti-:".;.:,~;:,~ 
·,-,"ft' { INTRODUCTION 

'.-t>~,:"'ttj-: ,' i;._ . 
i~, a-'1a§t. fI~I(,! that has a main concept of 

data ~using mathematical techniques 
ajilto' extract desired data from a 

. I:>atli~~?(.traction can achieved using 
'aitei'n matching can consider as one 

, ,.t~!o_~'iafu solution to any problem. The 
bsites, biogs, and social media 

,;:;~~ok contain most use full 
'tion in the form of reviews said 

i ~ ~~1h ii~y'·processed in well-defined 
\it'.0suitall!e for the machine to analyze 

ews~a re a :set of sentences contain some 
set of :wor ci '·) ~ro, al ''o'pinion about any product. 
Practic,aJ.~ ~ .• , ~fr!t, expf i _the user to write revi~ws, 
which · im1'-lt!'amma1Jcally, correct or always spelled m a 
right ~i•::·;,_-: 11t: .. ; :· :~ ~~:. , .. ~, . l, 

'~i)'ed 'wip~gly . due to many reasons like 
.fil5ri ~,cil';intentional. Intentional misspelled 
,\rt;';i. 'trend .in this current world. Some 

el{ /i{sµ,lce§' ~oriunitted due to keaboard 
intenµpti , "cPrriPuter"~has misspelled as 0 computre,,, 
"go~J'•'."' .ii'ns;I'bciod'{ These mistakes are considered 
to b~ md1~;f,eq entlYc'.~hi_in;itj_ng .spell mistakes because these 
are the . e: 119t. intentional but are often due 
while'j . i:&u~--to , lack of knowledge about 
dictiona : e •1,c e.'•.• ,vord "parallel" may become 
''para!e!!\)!!fi:*fri i'!ia~[i(~J" misspelled as "beautifull". 

M · · · '_' fluence of spoken language or 
'on example "mica" becomes 

e'r "rabit" even though this 
n;1·, stlll it affect the automatic 

i~tale~~- th~t are intentional example the 
·. moilified·, as "nee", "tomorrow" will be 

, . ·1:;rI\/~~. ··. ::~:~:, ,~'{. 
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modified as "2mro", "good morning" will be changed to 
"gd mg", "phone" becomes "fone", the word "coming" 
becomes "cmg" are intentional and are probably as a trend 
in today's world. These are popularly called as a text -
messaging language that is the short form that are used 
while chatting. 

This trend of text language concept leaves its influence 
both on messaging and in real world communication 
including reviews. The main challenge is to deal with these 
trendy spelling mistakes. The proposed PMT proposes a 
method to deal with these trendy misspelled words in 
sentences. 

IL LITERATURE SURVEY 
In [I] adopted opinion -mining concept to predict product 

use ability in the market. It uses a concept of conversion of 
unstructured data format to a structured data format using an 
id~a of feature-opinion pair extraction and semantic 
orientation analysis. Here word frequency statistics considered 
to eliminate the words that have low frequency. This aimed to 
find customer view to find product evaluation. 

In [2] designed for lingual separation and sentiment 
classification. In the first processing step is to classifying 
reviews into classes of languages and the next step is to 
classify text data into positive sentence and negative 
sentence. Here the analysis of online product dataset for 
two languages has considered. 

In [3] adopted · aspect level opinion mining and 
syntactic dependency based approach to obtain aggregate 
score of opinion word. Here aspect table has maintained for 
most frequent words, the aspect score has assigned based 
on the on the most frequently appearing aspect content in 
the set of statement where as the frequent data set. 

A hybrid lexicon generator for a process or' 
enhancement of domain knowledge a lexicon of sentence 
statics for word classification has demonstrated in [4] this 
m!!thod fits well for sentiment of machine learning than 
state of art for different data set supervised data for social 
media demine. 

There exists an issue of compatibility between 
investigation and domains. A domain focused automated 
approach is generated for lexicon in sentiment of social 

\'olumf'5; lsipe 0(, · 
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Abstrai;t: ,:r~h1'j-papet P,tesents an idea to transfer the data 
securely: us/.!'g'.:!in fn~f,yp#im: ,mechanism Involving data and 
image :~n·~ 1iil,ii,_)llf~tJjls/ .1,11ecbanlsm, first the data is 
encrypt ... , ,!j:,Uijiti~,".~.~-rve cryptography (ECC) then 
embed · i111~ge/ 1fhen the Image Is encrypted using 
blowfis m, t ih'd,.-,this final combination can be 

y;,,_ tra~sf~r medium to the authorized 
t ~£fiV~r , si~e the exact reverse of the 
:_l\i_e,'~!'J~n.al !"essage is obtained using 

dee !fn,d:BIQ~,!lsh algorithms. This mechanism 
providi~) •~ · ~at~. _r,e~o .. ~ery and message size sent Is 
equal to imag.~;size. ·.. ~-- •-. . , 

•.•·:'.it.~ .. ,~ <j,~ '•;-._~l~~;f 
· ·· tr::~i?ti1a· · hiding; Secret message; 

deciyption, ECC, Blowfish. -\t>? ;_!~: '. 
-'':" t. . JNTRODUCTION 

· .'dev~lq~inent' i~ the field of information 
Vf-Ji~ 1~\~~i~'! ito· _send secret messages in a 
: Ifr,tes~nt• ye·ars the field of information 
ttracted~in'terests among the researches. In 
as;n1lit~ services, cloud computing and 
· ·' ,',,;!' .' t. ~; needs to send the secret 

' er , for future use. Service 
.many of the users hence it is 
·message before sending it to 

i:essing is done in the encrypted 
' iceiprlJ~ider. 
:-!~?~_;:~\ti .. 

iding- is,b.',;Ynethod in which we embed the 
- ir,iage at the sender side and 

he recipient side. Data hiding 
_ h as military, medical, private )\a~:i: Small distortion because of 

4~ \~~l~9lerable in many of the 
· recpy~r :th.e ,original message without any 
'ori'i~Yhe;_desi.rable property in many of the 
- ic-k'ihilltiiry. and legal. The method of 

'hi_'iii~'g. 'i~-which the original message 
v~;eil e~1~tJy.:ha.s :attracted interests from the 

commun. .\:'!'.!rigin~ -mc_ss?ge can be recovered without 
any di~tot~9~!1,~ihg :,i;ver?Jlile, message hiding. 

·\ ~. :1>!~2\: ' 
,.\, 
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Separable reversible data hiding (ROH) scheme for 
encrypted images is proposed in the existing method. In 
separable reversible data hiding method for encrypted 
images user divides the image into blocks and embeds one 
bit into each block by tossing three least significant bits 
(LSB) of half the pixels in the block. On the receiver side 
data loss has occurred when message retrieved from image, 
is the drawback of the existing method. To overcome this 
problem, the proposed system gives a solution, the cover 
image is encoded by using stream cipher to select the most 
significant bits 
(MSB's) and compressing those MSB's to make space for 
hiding the secret message as shown in figure I. 

In the proposed system a grey scale image is taken as an cover 
image to hide the secret message, and the cover image is 
encoded by using stream cipher to select the most significant 
bits (MSB's) and compressing those MSB's to make space for 
hiding the secret message . Read the secret message from the 
user, encrypt that message and embed the message into the 
image in the space where compression of bits are done and 
lastly encrypt the embedded image. The main aim of the 
proposed system is to design and implementing a system by 
selecting an input image and embedding the encrypted secret 
message into that image using data hiding technique. The 
proposed method aims to increase the embedding payload that 
is inserted into the image. The idea is inspired by the 
distributed source coding, where we encode the selected hits 
of the image after stream cipher is done. The objective of this 
system is to enhance the embedding payload and to extract 
and reconstruct the hidden message without any data loss at 
the receiver side. 

II. MOTIVATION 
To overcome the drawback of inseparability in the 
previous work, a reversible message hiding scheme was 
suggested, in which we recover the original message and 
original image at the receiver side. It is very essential to 
send secret messages in a confidential way, for an instance, 
consider 
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